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Abstract
Coordination in Reo emerges from the composition of the behavioural constraints of the primitives, such as
channels, in a component connector. Understanding and implementing Reo, however, has been challenging
due to interaction of the channel metaphor, which is an inherently local notion, and the non-local nature of
constraint propagation imposed by composition. In this paper, the channel metaphor takes a back seat, and
we focus on the behavioural constraints imposed by the composition of primitives, and phrase the semantics
of Reo as a constraint satisfaction problem. Not only does this provide a clear intensional description of the
behaviour of Reo connectors in terms of synchronisation and data flow constraints, it also paves the way for
new implementation techniques based on constraint propagation and satisfaction. In fact, decomposing Reo
into constraints provides a new computational model for connectors, which we extend to model interaction
with an unknown external world beyond what is currently possible in Reo.
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de•con•struct verb [trans.]
analyze (a text or linguistic or conceptual system) by
deconstruction, typically in order to expose its hidden assumptions
and contradictions and subvert its significance or unity.
1 Introduction
Wegner describes coordination as constrained interaction [16]. We take this ap-
proach literally and represent coordination using constraints. Specifically, we take
the view that a Reo [5] connector specifies a (series of) constraint satisfaction prob-
lems, and that valid interaction between a connector and its environment (in each
state) corresponds to the solutions of such constraints. This idea not only makes it
easier to understandReo connectors, we claim, but it also opens the door to more ef-
ficient implementation techniques—a claim supported by preliminary experimental
results—and to alternative ways of thinking about ‘channel-based’ coordination.
Reo is generally presented as a channel-based coordination language wherein
component connectors are compositionally constructed out of primitives, which are
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typically 2-ended channels. 4 The behaviour of connectors are described in terms of
the constraints imposed by the channels and their composition, in terms of three of
kinds of constraints: (1) data is accepted on an input channel end if by accepting
it the channel can satisfy its behavioural constraints; (2) data is offered by an
output channel end if by offering the data the channel can satisfy its behavioural
constraints; and (3) nodes connecting the channel ends (1:1, in the direction of data
flow) must pass on any data they receive, that is, data offered by one channel end
must be accepted by the other. This is all achieved under the restriction that the
only communication between entities occurs though the channels.
When it comes to implementing Reo, a number of challenges arise.
Challenge 1: Strained Metaphor As a specification model, Reo can be equated
with electrical circuits or water flow through pipes. However, such systems have
a natural, equilibrium-based realisation, whereas the metaphor does not extend
to the implementation of Reo. It is impossible to make choices that are local to
channels in order to satisfy the constraints imposed by the entire connector. Some
form of backtracking or global arbitration is required.
Constraint automata [8] and connector colouring [9] provide the basis for both
semantic models and implementations, as well as for model checking and visualisa-
tion tools forReo. Constraint automata provide the semantics of each primitive and
composition in Reo, by representing the synchronisation possible in a connector,
along with a description of the data flow, in an automata-based model. The actual
constraints are based on the state of the primitives, and transitions in the automa-
ton correspond to data flow in the connector. Connector colouring is based on the
simple idea that ends where data flows and data does not flow in a connector can
be coloured with different colours. Each primitive has a set of possible colourings
describing its possible behaviours. The semantics of a connector is determined by
plugging together the colourings of the primitives in such a way that the colours
match, meaning that data flow into a node is the same as the flow out of the node.
Challenge 2: Implementation Impositions No natural model of Reo exists.
All implementations directly implement some semantic model, so limitations in
the semantic model are inherited by implementations based in that model.
Constraint automata provide such a comprehensive description of behaviour that
channels actually become redundant. This is the case with virtually all connectors
presented in the literature. 5 The connector colouring based implementation—which
is the only one suitable as the basis for a distributed implementation—can only
describe the synchronisation constraints of connectors, but cannot handle data-
aware behaviour, such as filters.
Restricting communication so that it can only occur through channels, as in our
distributed implementation [2], prohibiting a global agent or direct node-to-node
communication, imposes additional obligations on the channels. They are required
to play a significant role in the global constraint resolution process, such as passing
4 We use the words channel and primitive interchangeable, though prefer the latter as it lifts the somewhat
arbitrary limitation to 2-ended channels.
5 It is also the case that constraint automata-based implementations are inherently centralised, and in fact
lose all potential parallelism, because a connector is implemented as a single automaton, but we do not
address this problem in this paper.
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around colouring tables and being the conduits for all communication.
Challenge 3: Limited support for external primitives Research on Reo fo-
cusses exclusively on the connectors, without much consideration on the inter-
action with the unknown outside world. Indeed, constraint automata models
preclude any external primitives. Primitives of interest may include data trans-
formers or filters whose details are externally computed.
In this paper, we address these challenges by adopting a different view of Reo.
The channel/circuit-view of a Reo connector becomes a mere metaphor. Instead, a
Reo connector is seen as a set of constraints, based on the way the primitives are
connected together, and their current state, governing the possible synchronisation
and data flow at the channel ends connected to external entities.
The constraint-based approach to Reo is developed in three phases:
synchronisation and data flow constraints describe synchronisation and the
data flow possibilities for a single step;
state constraints incorporate next state behaviour into the constraints, enabling
the complete description of behaviour as a constraint; and
external constraints capture externally maintained state, and externally speci-
fied transformations and predicates, in order to model a wider selection of prim-
itives and the external entities coordinated by Reo.
The resulting model significantly extends Reo, with both data-aware and externally
defined behaviour, enabling more efficient implementation techniques.
This paper is organised as follows. We elaborate on Reo in Section 2 using an
example. Section 3 describes our encoding of Reo-style coordination as a constraint
satisfaction problem. Section 4 describes an extension of this encoding to incorpo-
rate state, so that connector semantics can be completely internalised as constraints.
Section 5 presents the main contribution of the paper, namely, a reformulation of
Reo as iterative and interactive constraint satisfaction. Section 6 and 7 present
related work and our conclusions.
2 Reo Coordination Model
Reo [5,6] is a channel-based coordination model, wherein coordinating connectors
are constructed compositionally out of more primitive connectors. Primitives can
include mergers and replicators and channels offering a variety of behavioural poli-
cies regarding synchronisation, buffering, lossiness, and even direction of data flow.
Communication with a primitive occurs through its ports, called ends: data en-
ters the primitive through a source end, and data is produced upon sink ends. 6
Primitives are not only a means for communication, but they also impose relational
constraints, such as synchronisation or mutual exclusion, on the timing of data flow
on their ends. For the purposes of this paper, we do not distinguish between primi-
tives such as channels used for coordination and the components being coordinated.
Typically, the ‘coordinator’ has more control over the choice of the behaviour of
6 This naming corresponds to sources and sinks in directed graphs. Sometimes input and output are used
instead of source and sink.
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primitives, whereas component behaviour is externally determined.
Rather than reiterate previous accounts ofReo’s semantics, we present a descrip-
tion directly in terms of constraints. The first thing to note is that the behaviour
of each primitive depends upon its current state. The semantics are described per-
state in a series of rounds. Data flow on an end occurs when a single datum is
passed through that end. Within a particular round data flow may occur on some
number of ends. This is equated with the notion of synchrony.
The semantics are defined in terms of two kinds of constraints:
Synchronisation constraints describe the sets of ends that can be synchronised
in a particular step. For example, synchronous channel types permits data flow
either on both of their ends or on neither end, and asynchronous channel types
permits data flow on at most one of their two ends.
Data flow constraints describe the data flowing on the ends that have synchro-
nised. For example, such a constraint may say that the data flowing on the source
end of a synchronous channel is the same as the data flowing on its sink end; or
that there is no constraint on the data flow, such as for a drain which simply
discards its data; or it might say that the data satisfies a particular predicate, in
the case of a filter channel.
Connectors are formed by plugging the ends of primitives together in a 1:1
fashion, connecting a sink end to a source end, to form nodes. 7 Data flows through
a connector from primitive to primitive through nodes, observing the policy that
nodes cannot buffer data. This means that the two ends in a node are synchronised
and have the same data flow—behaviourally, they are equal.
Fig. 1. Exclusive router connector.
The following example illustrates Reo’s semantics. The connector in Fig. 1
is an exclusive router built by composing two LossySync channels (b-e and d-g),
one SyncDrain (c-f), one Merger (h-i-f), and three Replicators (a-b-c-d, e-j-h and
g-i-k). The informal semantics of each of these primitives is as follows:
LossySync b-e data flow at end b is always possible. If data flows at b, data flow
at e is also possible, in which case the data that flows at ends b and e is equal.
SyncDrain c-f data flows at end c if and only if it flows at end f , though there
is no constraint on the value of the data.
Replicator e-j-h data flows at either all ends or no end, and the value of the
data at ends j and h is the value at the end e. The ‘3-replicator’ a-b-c-d behaves
similarly, and the value of the data at ends b, c, and d is the value at the end a.
7 Other descriptions of Reo use more general n : m nodes, but it has been shown [8,9] that 1:1 (sink-to-
source, that is, output-to-input) plugging plus a notion of merger and replicator is equivalent.
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Merger h-i-f data flows on ends h and f (and not on end i) or on ends i and f
(and not on end h), where the data is equal on both ends where data flows.
In all cases, it is possible that there is no data flow at all. The semantics of the
nodes are transparently handled by using the same name for its two ends.
These constraints can be combined to give the following two behavioural possi-
bilities (plus the no flow anywhere possibility):
• ends {a, b, c, d, e, i, h, f} synchronise and data flows from a to j.
• ends {a, b, c, d, g, k, i, f} synchronise and data flows from a to k.
A non-deterministic choice is made if both behaviours are possible. Data can never
flow to from a to both j and k, as this is excluded by the behavioural constraints
of the Merger h-i-f .
The next section gives a formal definition of the primitives used in this example,
from which we can verify that their composition yields the expected behaviour.
3 Coordination via Constraint Satisfaction
This section formalises the per-round semantics of Reo primitives and composition
as a set of constraints. The possible coordination patterns are then determined
using traditional constraint satisfaction techniques.
3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries
Let X be the set of ends in a connector. X̂ denote the variables of set X with little
hats. Let Data be the domain of data, and define Data⊥ =̂Data ∪{NO-FLOW}, where
NO-FLOW /∈ Data represents ‘no data flow.’ Constraints are expressed in quantifier-
free, first-order logic over two kinds of variables: synchronisation variables x, which
are propositional (boolean) variables, and data flow variables x̂, which are variables
over Data⊥, where x ∈ X . Constraints are formulæ in the following grammar:
t ::= x̂ | d (terms)
a ::= x | > | P (t1, . . . , tn) (atoms)
ψ ::= a | ψ ∧ ψ | ¬ψ (formulæ)
where d ∈ Data⊥ is a data item, > is true, and P is an n-arity predicate over
terms. One such predicate is equality, which is denoted using the standard infix
notation t1 = t2. The other logical connectives can be encoded as usual: ⊥ =̂¬>;
ψ1∨ψ2 =̂¬(¬ψ1∧¬ψ2); ψ1 → ψ2 =̂¬ψ1∨ψ2; and ψ1 ↔ ψ2 =̂(ψ1 → ψ2)∧(ψ2 → ψ1).
A solution to a formula ψ defined over ends X is a pair of assignments of type
σ : X → {⊥,>} and δ : X̂ → Data⊥, such that σ and δ satisfy ψ, where the
satisfaction relation σ, δ |= ψ is defined as follows:
σ, δ |= > always σ, δ |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff σ, δ |= ψ1 and σ, δ |= ψ2
σ, δ |= x iff σ(x) = > σ, δ |= ¬ψ iff σ, δ |=ψ
σ, δ |= P (t1, . . . , tn) iff (Valδ(t1), . . . ,Valδ(tn)) ∈ I(P )
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Channel Representation SC DFC
Sync a↔ b ba = bb
SyncDrain a↔ b >
SyncSpout a↔ b >
AsyncDrain ¬(a ∧ b) >
AsyncSpout ¬(a ∧ b) >
LossySync b→ a b→ (ba = bb)
Merger (c↔ (a ∨ b)) ∧ ¬(a ∧ b) a→ (bc = ba) ∧ b→ (bc = bb)
Replicator (a↔ b) ∧ (a↔ c) bb = ba ∧ bc = ba
3-Replicator (a↔ b) ∧ (a↔ c) ∧ (a↔ d) bb = ba ∧ bc = ba ∧ bd = ba
FIFOEmpty1 ¬b >
FIFOFull(d)1 ¬a b→ (bb = d)
Filter(P) b→ a b→ (P (ba) ∧ ba = bb) ∧ (a ∧ P (ba))→ b
Fig. 2. Channel Encodings
Each n-ary predicate symbol P has an associated interpretation, denoted by I(P ),
such that I(P ) ⊆ Data⊥n. The function Valδ(t) performs a substitution on term t
replacing each variable x̂ in t by δ(x̂).
3.2 Frame Axiom
The following constraint captures the relationship between no flow on end x ∈ X
and the value NO-FLOW:
¬x↔ x̂ = NO-FLOW (frame axiom)
Let Frame(X ) denote ∧x∈X (¬x ↔ x̂ = NO-FLOW). A solution that satisfies
Frame(X ) is called a firing. As we are only interested in finding firings, so we
assume that the frame axiom holds for all ends involved.
3.3 Encoding Primitives as Constraints
Two kinds of constraints describe connector behaviour: synchronisation constraints
(SC) and data flow constraints (DFC). The former are constraints over a set X of
boolean variables, describing the presence or absence of data flow in each end—that
is, whether those ends synchronise. The latter constraints involve also data flow
variables from X̂ to describe the data flow on the ends that synchronise.
Fig. 2 presents the semantics of some commonly used channels and other prim-
itives in terms of synchronisation constraints and data flow constraints. All prim-
itives are stateless apart from the FIFO1 buffer, which has two states indicating
that it is empty (FIFOEmpty1) and full with data d (FIFOFull(d)1). Curiously,
the constraints for some channels, such as SyncDrain and SyncSpout, are identical.
In Reo, the directions of the data flow is used to govern the well-formedness of
connector composition, but our constraints ignore it.
Sync, SyncDrain and SyncSpout channels Synchronous channels allow data
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flow to occur only synchronously at both channel ends. SyncSpouts can be viewed
as a data generator. A more refined variant uses predicates P and Q to constrain
the data produced, with data flow constraint a→ (P (â) ∧Q(̂b)).
Asynchronous Drain and Asynchronous Spout Asynchronous channels al-
low flow on at most one of their two ends. A refined variant of the AsyncSpout
has data flow constraint a→ P (â) ∧ b→ Q(̂b).
LossySync channel A LossySync can always accept data flow on end a. It can in
addition, non-deterministically, allow data flow on end b, in which case the data
from a is passed to b.
FIFOEmpty1 and FIFOFull(d)1 FIFO1 is a stateful channel representing a
buffer of size 1. When the buffer is empty it can only receive data on a, but
never output data on b. When it is full with data d it can only output d through
b, but cannot receive more data on a.
Merger Mergers permit data flow synchronous through one of its source ends,
exclusively, to its sink end.
Replicator Replicators (and 3-replicators) allow data to flow only synchronously
at every channel end. Data is replicated from the source end to every sink end.
Filter A filter permits data matching a predicate P (x̂) to pass through syn-
chronously, otherwise the data is discarded.
Other channels could use non-trivial predicates of more than one argument. An
example is a special synchronous drain variant whose predicate P (â, b̂) requires that
the location element the data on â is nearby the location of b̂.
Splitting the constraints into synchronisation and data flow constraints is very
natural, and it closely resembles the constraint automata model [8]. It also en-
ables some implementation optimisations, if we require that the synchronisation
constraints are an abstraction of the overall constraints. 8 Following Sheini and
Sakallah [14], for example, a SAT solver can be applied to the synchronisation con-
straints, efficiently ruling out many non-solutions. In many cases, a solution to the
synchronisation constraints guarantees a solution to the data flow constraints. The
only primitive in Fig. 2 for which this is not true is the filter, as it inspects the data
in order to determine the synchronisation constraints.
3.4 Combining connectors
Two connectors can be plugged together whenever for each end x appearing in both
connectors, x is only a sink end in one connector and only a source end in the other.
If the constraints for the two connectors are ψ1 and ψ2, then the constraints for
their composition is simply ψ1 ∧ ψ2.
Top-level constraints are given by the following grammar:
C ::= ψ | C ∧ C | ∃x.C | ∃x̂.C (top-level constraints)
where ψ is as before. Existential quantification is present to abstract away inter-
mediate channel ends. The satisfaction relation is extended with the rules:
8 Given overall constraints ψ and synchronisation constraints ψSC , require that σ, δ |= ψ ⇒ σ |= ψSC .
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σ, δ |= ∃x.C iff there exists a b ∈ {>,⊥} such that σ, δ |= C[b/x]
σ, δ |= ∃x̂.C iff there exists a d ∈ Data⊥ such that σ, δ |= C[d/x̂].
C[a/x] is the constraint resulting from replacing all free occurrences of x by a in C.
The following constraints describe the composition of the primitives for the
connector presented in Fig. 1, abstracting away the internal ends:
ΨSC = (a↔ b) ∧ (a↔ c) ∧ (a↔ d) ∧ (e→ b) ∧ (c↔ f) ∧ (g → d) ∧ (e↔ j)
∧ (e↔ h) ∧ (f ↔ (h ∨ i)) ∧ ¬(h ∧ i) ∧ (g ↔ i) ∧ (g ↔ k)
ΨDFC = (a→ (̂b = â ∧ ĉ = â)) ∧ (e→ b̂ = ê) ∧ (g → d̂ = ĝ) ∧ ĵ = ê ∧ ĥ = ê ∧
(h→ f̂ = ĥ) ∧ (i→ f̂ = î) ∧ î = ĝ ∧ k̂ = ĝ
Ψ= ∃X , X̂ .(ΨSC ∧ΨDFC ∧ Frame(X ∪ {a, j, k})
where X = {b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i}
A SAT solver can quickly solve the constraint ΨSC (ignoring internal ends):
σ1 = a ∧ j ∧ ¬k σ2 = a ∧ ¬j ∧ k σ3 = ¬a ∧ ¬j ∧ ¬k
Using these solutions, Ψ can be simplified using standard techniques to:
Ψ ∧ σ1 ; ĵ = â ∧ k̂ = NO-FLOW
Ψ ∧ σ2 ; k̂ = â ∧ ĵ = NO-FLOW
Ψ ∧ σ3 ; â = NO-FLOW ∧ ĵ = NO-FLOW ∧ k̂ = NO-FLOW
These solutions say that data can flow either from end a to j, or from end a to
k, or no flow is possible in any of the ends, as expected.
4 Reconstructing Reo: Adding State
4.1 Encoding State Machines
Primitives such as the FIFO1 channel are stateful, i.e., their state and subsequent
behaviour changes after data flows through the channel. This is exemplified in the
constraint automata (CA) semantics of Reo [8]. The CA of a FIFO1 channel is
shown in Fig. 3. Its initial state is q0. From this state it can take a transition
to state q1(d) if there is data flow on end a, excluding data flow on end b. The
constraint d = â holds corresponds to storing the value flowing on end a in the
internal state d. The transition from q1(d) to q0 is read in a similar way, except
that the data is moved from the internal state of q1(d) to end b.
q0
{b},b=d
{a},d=a
q1(d)
Fig. 3. Constraint Automata for the FIFO1 channel
To encode state information, our logic is extended so that terms also include n-
ary uninterpreted function symbols (data is a 0-ary uninterpreted function symbol):
t ::= x̂ | f(t1, . . . , tn) (terms)
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A term t is ground iff t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and each ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is ground.
Let I be the set of stateful primitives in a connector. Add a new set of term vari-
ables statep and state ′p, where p ∈ I, to denote the state before and after the present
step. State machines of primitives are encoded in the standard manner [11]. 9 For
example, the state machine of a FIFO1 channel is encoded as the formula:
state = empty→
8><>:
¬b ∧
a→ state = full(ba) ∧
¬a→ state′ = state
∧ state = full(d)→
8><>:
¬a ∧
b→ bb = d ∧ state′ = empty ∧
¬b→ state′ = state
To complete the encoding, a formula describing the present state is added to the
mix. In the example, the formula state = empty records the fact that the FIFO1 is
in the empty state, and state = full(d) records the fact that it is in the full state,
containing data d.
In general, the state of primitives will be encoded as a formula of the form∧
p∈I statep = tp. This is called a (pre-)state vector. Similarly,
∧
p∈I state
′
p = tp,
is called the (post-)state vector. The pre-state vector describes the state of the
connector before constraint satisfaction; the post-state vector describes the state
after constraint satisfaction, that is, it gives the next state.
Note that stateless primitives do not need to contribute to the state vector.
4.2 A Constraint Satisfaction-based Engine for Reo
Constraint satisfaction techniques can now form the working heart of the Reo en-
gine. The engine holds the current set of constraints (a configuration) and operates
in rounds, each of which consists of a solve step, which produces a solution for the
constraints, and an update step, which uses the solution to update some constraints
to capture the new state. This is depicted in the diagram in Fig. 4.
Configuration
??? ??I ?
Solution
??
Solve
Update
Fig. 4. Phases of the Reo Engine
The configuration of the engine is a triple 〈ρ, ε, I〉, where ρ represents persistent
constraints, ε represents ephemeral constraints, and I is the set of stateful primitives
in the connector. The former constraints are eternally true for a connector, such
as the description the state machines of the primitives. The latter includes the
pre-state vector. These constraints are updated each round. A full round can be
represented as follows, where the superscript indicates the round number:
〈ρ, εn, I〉 solve−−−→ 〈σn, δn〉 update−−−−→ 〈ρ, εn+1, I〉
9 Both the correctness and compositionality of our encoding wrt constraint automata are straightforward.
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satisfying the following:
σn, δn |= ρ ∧ εn (solve)
εn+1 ≡
∧
p∈I
statep = δn(state′p) (update)
The assumption made thus far is that all state information for a primitive is
known in advance. In this case, there is no need to actually supply an implemen-
tation of the primitives, as they are redundant. This is already the case with the
constraint automata-based implementation of Reo [3].
The next section describes how to encode primitives and components whose state
is not known. We call the primitives described in this section internal primitives.
5 Reconstructing Reo: Adding Externals
This section describes external primitives whose entire behaviour is not a priori
available to the constraint solver, and the extensions to the engine required to
support them. Two types of external primitives are presented: those with external
state and those using external functions or predicates.
5.1 External State
External stateful primitives provide ephemeral constraints for only a single coordi-
nation round. In each update phase, these constraints are replaced by a new set of
constraints which are determined by interacting with the external primitive. That
is, the following communication between theReo engine and primitive p takes place:
engine
state′p=sn // p
ψn+1p // engine
where sn is a term describing the state selected by the Reo engine at the end of
the solve stage, and ψn+1p is the next round of constraints for primitive p. The
constraints are defined over the primitive’s ends and state ′p. This means that the
variable state ′p will take on a value at the end of the solve step. The state constraint
is used to pass information including data and the selected behaviour to the prim-
itive. For example, a constraint such as state ′p = res(â, b̂) encodes that the data
on ends a and b are passed to the primitive p. In addition, the primitive may use
the uninterpreted function symbol res to encode information to guide its external
activity. Note that this encoding and way of interacting with primitives means that
data is not passed through the channel ends, but to the primitive directly.
A configuration will now be a quadruple 〈ρ, ε, I, E〉, where ρ, ε, and I are as
before, and E is the set of external primitives used in the connector. The ephemeral
constraints for n+ 1 in the presence of external primitives are defined as follows:
εn+1 ≡
∧
p∈I
statep = δn(state′p) ∧
∧
p∈E
ψn+1p (update-updated)
To illustrate the interaction between the Reo engine and external primitives,
consider the example of a component giving the current temperature every time
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unit, connected by a Sync channel to a component that receives and displays data.
The connector is depicted in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Reo connector of a thermometer connected to a display.
The boxes represent external primitives, called temp and show. Each has a
single end—temp produces data on end a, and show accepts data on end b. A
possible configuration of the entire connector is 〈ρ, ε, ∅, {temp, show}〉, where
ρ ≡ (a↔ b) ∧ (â = b̂) ∧ Frame(a, b)
ε ≡ (a→ â = 20◦C) ∧ (state ′temp = ∗) ∧
(b→ state ′show = print(̂b)) ∧ (¬b→ state′show = ∗)
The persistent constraint ρ describes the behaviour of the Sync channel and the
frame axioms for its ends. The ephemeral constraint ε expresses the behaviour for
the current round. The first part gives constraints for temp, and the second part
gives constraints for show. The dummy value, ∗, is used to denote the state in cases
where no flow occurs. This is required as each external primitive’s constraints will
be updated in the update round.
Other possible behaviours for the thermometer and display include:
• A thermometer offering 0◦C or 32◦F has synchronisation constraint > and data
flow constraint a → (â = 0◦C ∨ â = 32◦F), describing a choice of possible data
values. Note that components in the existing Reo model cannot express this sort
of behaviour.
• Display only data satisfying ≥ 0 has synchronisation constraint > and data flow
constraints a→ â ≥ 0
In both cases, if the primitives are not offering/accepting any data, the synchroni-
sation constraint would be ¬a/¬b, and the data flow constraint would be >, which
states that there is no additional constraint.
5.2 External functions and predicates
We extend our approach by incorporating external predicates and external function
symbols to model predicates and functions which are not (or cannot be) represented
directly as constraints. These enable more fine-grained interaction with external
primitives during the solve phase.
Syntactically, constraints and terms are extended, respectively with predicates
and function symbols indexed by external primitives, such as Pp(t1, . . . , tn) and
fp(t1, . . . , tn), where p ∈ E. During constraint satisfaction, the Reo engine interacts
with the corresponding primitive to ‘evaluate’ the external symbols, as follows:
engine
fp(t1,...,tn)? // p tres // engine
Here the engine asks the primitive to evaluate the function fp with arguments
t1, . . . , tn, and the primitive returns result tres. External predicates are evaluated
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in a similar fashion. For consistency, we assume that primitive p returns the same
answer to each call of fp or Pp with the same arguments. This interaction with the
primitive does not cause the primitive to change state, as this is achieved using the
mechanism described in the previous section.
To more formally describe how this extension integrates with the solve phase,
we present an abstract description of the constraint satisfaction process and adapt
it to include interaction with external primitives.
The constraint satisfaction process [4] can be described abstractly as a relation
−→ ⊆ Constraints×Constraints, satisfying at least the following condition:
C −→ C ′ if C ′ implies C
Read C −→ C ′ as C reduces to C ′. The idea is that −→ captures possible branching
and simplifications that occur during constraint satisfaction, reducing, ultimately,
to a terminal constraint. A constraint is terminal if it is either ⊥ or a conjunction of
literals (propositional variables or their negation) and equalities of the form x̂ = g,
where g is a ground term. Let −→∗ be the transitive closure of −→.
We extend this relation with additional possible choices to model external inter-
action. Whenever the engine sees a constraint of the form C ∧ t = fp(t1, . . . , tn) or
C ∧ Pp(t1, . . . , tn) it can interact with the primitive p evaluate the function or con-
straint. This is modelled by adding two labelled transitions to the relation, where
ti and tres are ground, and bres ∈ {>,⊥}:
C ∧ t = fp(t1, . . . , tn) fp(t1,...,tn)=tres−−−−−−−−−−→ C ∧ t = tres
C ∧ Pp(t1, . . . , tn) Pp(t1,...,tn)=bres−−−−−−−−−−→ C ∧ bres
Worked Example
The thermometer example presented in Fig. 5 is now adapted so that the prim-
itive temp obtains the current temperature, during the solve state, via an exter-
nal 0-argument function currenttemp, and the primitive show uses a predicate
Acceptableshow to determine when its argument is acceptable to display. The
new ephemeral and overall constraints are:
ε ≡(a→ â = currenttemp) ∧ (state′temp = ∗) ∧
(b→ Acceptableshow (̂b)) ∧ (b→ state′show = print(̂b)) ∧ (¬b→ state′show = ∗)
ϕ ≡(a↔ b) ∧ (â = b̂) ∧ Frame(a, b) ∧ ε.
The following illustrates a number of internal and external steps which may be
taken during the constraint satisfaction process (for appropriate ψ and φ):
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ϕ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→∗ ψ ∧ â = currenttemp
currenttemp=20◦C−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ψ ∧ â = 20◦C
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→∗ φ ∧ b̂ = 20◦C ∧ Acceptableshow(20◦C)
Acceptableshow(20
◦C)=>−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ φ ∧ b̂ = 20◦C ∧ >
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→∗ a ∧ b ∧ â = 20◦C ∧ b̂ = 20◦C ∧
state′temp = ∗ ∧ state′show = print(20◦C)
5.3 Component interaction
Interaction between components and the engine in our model differs from previous
descriptions of Reo, as depicted in Fig. 6.
C
ok / ok(d)
write(v) / take
Coord C
state'C
 
= s(â)
φ(â, stateC
 
,state'C)
Coord
Fig. 6. Interaction with primitives from Reo (left) and our perspective (right).
The usual interaction model for Reo components has two steps. Firstly, a com-
ponent attempts to write or take a data value. Secondly, in some subsequent round
(including the present one) the engine replies, with a possible data value.
In our model, components play a more participative role, wherein they publish
a ‘meta-level’ description of their possible behaviour in the current round. The
engine replies with a term which the component interprets as designating its new
state and, if required, the data flow that occurred.
5.4 Some implementation issues
Currently, we have implemented an exploratory prototypeReo engine incorporating
most of the features discussed in this paper, based on the constraint solver Choco [1].
Compared to existing Reo implementations, performance results are encouraging.
The implementation addresses a number of issues. Firstly, it is well known that
the variable ordering has a huge impact on the performance of constraint solvers [4].
The topology of a connector can be used to help determine the variable ordering. For
example, it is better to start from a source of data, such as an external component
or a full FIFO1 buffer. Secondly, to ensure fairness in the implementation—that
is, avoiding that the same choice is repeatedly taken—requires some randomisation
in the variable ordering. Finally, to avoid, where possible, the solution correspond-
ing to no data flow in the connector, whenever the search process branches on a
synchronisation variable, the true-branch, corresponding to flow, is explored first.
6 Related work
Wegner describes coordination as constrained interaction [16], yet surprisingly little
work takes this literally, representing coordination as constraints. Montanari and
Rossi express coordination as a constraint satisfaction problem, in a similar but
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more general way [12]. They describe how to solve synchronisation problems using
constraint solving and propagation. Networks are viewed as graphs, and the tile
model is used to distinguish between synchronisation and sequential composition of
the coordination pieces. In our approach, we clarify one possible semantics in these
terms, giving a clear meaning for each variable, and describing the interaction with
the external world within the solve and update stages.
The interaction with external entities is similar to the model explored by Falt-
ings et al [10] in a constraint satisfaction setting. They introduce a framework of
open constraint satisfaction in a distributed environment which allows new con-
straints to be added on-the-fly. The set of variables is fixed, but the data domain
can be extended by querying a third party for the next value. Their approach also
considers weighted constraints to find optimal solutions. This may be adapted to
our setting for various notions of priority. The main difference between our work
and theirs is that we focus on the coordination of third parties, making a cleaner
distinction between computation and coordination. In addition, the extra topology
information provided by connectors can be used to improve the search algorithms.
Klu¨ppelholz and Baier describe a symbolic model checking approach forReo [11].
Constraint automata are represented by binary decision diagrams, encoded as
propositional formulæ. Their encoding is similar to ours, though they use exclu-
sively boolean variables, whilst we deal with a richer data domain. Their model
does not consider external interaction to the degree ours does.
The timed concurrent constraint (tcc) programming framework [15] was intro-
duced by Saraswat et al. to integrate the concurrent constraint (cc) programming
paradigm [13] with synchronous languages. Time units are rounds, all the con-
straints are updated in each round, as ours are, whereas inside each round the
constraints are computed to quiescence. cc programs are compiled into a con-
straint automata model, where states are cc programs and transitions represent
evolution within a round while solving the constraints. In contrast, transitions
in the constraint automata model for Reo describe the evolution between rounds.
Furthermore, the tcc approach avoids non-determinism as it targets synchronous
languages, whilst Reo, as a coordination language, embraces non-determinism.
Coordination models have been applied to coordinate solvers of distributed con-
straint satisfaction problems (DCSP) [7]. Ironically, our coordination model is based
on (D)CSP.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
Let’s return to the original challenges to see how the reconstruction of Reo fares.
Challenge 1: Strained Metaphor Our model abandoned channels as an imple-
mentation concept. Instead, meta-level interaction (with external entities) is
required resolve the global constraints imposed by channels and their composi-
tion. By abandoning channels, the implementation is free to optimise (persistent)
constraints, eliminating costly infrastructure. Channels remain as a specification-
level metaphor.
Challenge 2: Implementation Impositions Primitives in our model must re-
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port at least their next step behaviour. They need to commit to any proposed
behaviour, and answer consistently whenever re-asked. Observable actions are
performed at the end of a phase. This is quite an imposition, though no more
than existing implementations. Our model does not require that channels also
implement part of the Reo engine, which is the case with our distributed engine.
Challenge 3: External Primitives The model uses external states, functions
and predicates to capture the interaction with and coordination of arbitrary ex-
ternal entities. This makes our model more flexible than constraint automata and
connector colouring as a basis for implementing Reo.
The constraint-based approach offers the possibility of using existing research
and tools to develop an efficient implementation of Reo. Constraints also provide
a flexible framework, so it may be possible in the future to mix-in other constraint
based notions, such as service-level agreements. Future work will explore these
directions, in particular, the increased expressiveness. We will also try to exploit
the parallelism inherent in constraints.
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